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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [l] the author obtained explicit formulas for the 
continuation of solutions of the equations of elasticity. The medium was 
assumed to be elastic and isotropic and to have no body forces acting 
upon it. In addition a portion of the boundary, Q, was taken to be 
spherical (circular). In the case with Q fixed, the continuation formula 
for both two and three dimensions was obtained. The continuation in 
the case of the two-dimensional stress free boundary Q, was derived by 
introducing Airy’s function. 
The present paper deals with solutions, rii (stresses), and uc (displace- 
ments), of the above-mentioned equations of elasticity in three dimensions. 
Explicit formulas for continuation are given when Q is fixed, free, and 
elastically supported. Each case is treated by reducing it to a solution 
of Navier’s equation (for a special value of a) which vanishes on Q. This 
in turn may be treated by means of a classical refIection principle for 
solutions of Laplace’s equation. The continuation for the solution of the 
fixed boundary problem, which was considered in [I], is given here again 
because of the somewhat simpler form of the results. 
Solutions of the equations of elasticity with both fixed and free 
boundary conditions were treated by Duffin [3] in the case of a plane 
boundary. Other works on reflection principles are cited in [l]. 
* Presently at the Institute for Fluid Dynamics and Applied Mathematics, 
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland. 
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II. DEFINITIONS, CONVENTIONS, AND LEMMAS 
Use is made throughout of both rectangular (x1, x2, x3) and spherical 
polar (I, 0, p7) coordinates. Thus r2 = xl2 + x22 + xa2, and we define R 
such that rR = a2, where a is a positive constant. The rectangular 
coordinates of the point (R, 8 ,y) will be called ($, %, 5). They satisfy 
the relation 2; = a2 q/r 2. A function f considered at the point (R, 0, a;) 
will be denoted by j. The summation convention is used repeatedly as 
well as the notation f,i = aflax,, for differentiation with respect to one 
of the rectangular coordinates. 
The symbol d will denote the Laplace operator, and a function h 
which satisfies dh = 0 in a given region R is said to be harmonic provided 
k E C2 throughout R. Likewise, if b satisfies d (Ab) = d2b = 0 in R 
it is termed biharmonic, provided b E C4 in R. 
We define D* to be a three-dimensional region which excludes the 
origin but which contains a portion Q of a sphere of radius a with center 
at the origin, and such that (r, 8, y) E D* implies (R, 8, v) E D*. Fur- 
thermore D* is to have the property that every ray from the origin 
which intersects D*, intersects it in a single line segment of length greater 
than some constant 6. The portion of D* which belongs to the open 
sphere I < a will be called D, and we denote by D, some open subset 
of 1 < a which contains D - 0, where D and 0 are the closures of D and Q 
respectively. 
The statement “f = 0 on Q” is defined here to mean 
lim f(r, 8, 9) = 0 
where (1,0,~) ED and (a, 0,, q~r) EQ. 
The following classical reflection principle is used. Let r#~ be harmonic 
in D and satisfy #J = 0 on Q. Then #J may be continued into D* by the 
relation 
(2.1) 
A few lemmas, which will be used later, will now be gilren. 
LEMMA 1: Le.8 ul, u2, ac3 satisfy 
Aui = f,i i = 1, a, 3 
where A f = 0 in D,. Then uui has the representation 
uui = +j + (7” - a”)$,; 
where A& = A# = 0 in D. 
(2.2) 
Furthermore if u, cm he continued UCYOSS Q we hazle 
2bfhere Bi(8, p) = -I 4a”i’ #,<(a, 8, p). (Proof given in [I].) 
LEMMA 2: Let g be harmonic in D and u = cg + 7 ag/ar (c = const.) 
in D. If u can be continued into D* then g can be continued into D* and the 
continuations of u and g satisfy 
(2.4) 
The proof of this Lemma is given in [l]. 
LEMMA 3: Let h, and A, be harmonic in D and zp, = h1 + (9 - a2)h2. 
If w=O on Q then h,=O on Q. 
The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3 of 
[2, p. 316-J 
LEMMA 4 : Let b = (b,, b,, b3) have continuous third derivatives artd satisfy 
Abi = Sbi,+ in D, (2.5) 
and 
bi = 0 on Q (2.6) 
for i = 1, 2, 3. Then bi can be colztinued as a solution of 1) into D* by the 
relation 
6; z - f L-i + (2.7) 
Y 
- r2 a2 
a ( - 4 
a I+&-$ 
I( 
ybi + gg - &(Y” -a2)Aui %4~[b], 
i i 1 
where 
[g = (72 - ag)bi,i - 233 bi 
and 
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PROOF: It is easily seen that d$ = 0 in D, and hence by Lemma 1, 
hi may be represented as 
bi = #q + (Y2 - a”)$fQ in D, (2.8) 
where d~#~=L3$=0 in D. 
Now from (2.5) and (2.8) it follows that 
or # = &i + const., but since 1,4 is only defined up to an additive constant 
we may take 
4 = hi- (2.10) 
Now since bi = 0 on Q it follows from Lemma 3 that & = 0 on Q. Applying 
the classical reflection principle (2.1), we have 
$6; =- $ r#i. (2.11) 
Thus we have immediately from (24, (2.10), and (2.11) that 
This defines the continuation for bi into D* and we may now consider 6, 
as defined in all of D*. The fact that bi satisfies (2.5) in all of D* is 
immediate from the analytic character of bi. 
The remainder of the proof is a lengthy but elementary computation, 
making use of the relation 
a Y2 a 
[ 
2~~ a -=- __- 
af, a2 aXi -iPar 1 
and the representation given by Lemma 1. The Bi’s do not enter into the 
final result. Q . E . D . 
III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL ELASTIC MEDIUM PROBLEMS 
A. Fixed Bowtdary 
THEOREM I: Let u = (ul, u2, u3) be defined and satisfy 
Awi = f,i (34 
h = (bi} = I 
1 
ZC~ + y (y2 - a2)Hjji 1 
I 
und Ai is the ofierutor defined in Lemma 4. 
PROOF: It was shown in [l] that z+ can be continued into D*. The 
somewhat different form of the results (3.3) may now be derived with (3.2) 
taken in the strict sense, and not as a limit as Q is approached. 
Define 
where 
Then, from conditions (3.1), 
1 1 






bj,j = uj,j f XI g4j’j. (3.6) 
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Then (3.5) and (3.6), when combined, yield 
dbi = 2bj,iia 
Now, since bi = 0 on Q by Lemma 4, bi may be continued into D* by 
the formula 
6, = AJb]. (3-V 
Hence. 
By Lemma 2 we have 
- 
KG + R &z(j,; = Kbj,i = K& Aj[b] 
i 
W4 
or using 7 ajar = - R a/aR we obtain 
(3.10) 
a - #+I _ 
ar [ 1 Y---X uj, j = - K$AJb]. 1 
Integrating from r to a, and observing that zli,i = ui,i on Q, it follows that 
a 
Ku&, 0, v,> + KyK p-(Kfl$Al[b]dp. (3.11) 
i Y 
From (3.4) we have 
a _ a2) __ zajj. 
ai& 
(3.12) 
Thus inserting (3.7) and (3.11) into (3.12) we obtain (3.3). Q.E.D. 
B. Free Boundary 
THEOREM II: Let tii be a soE&ion of the eqtiations of Z&ear elasticity 
with zero body forces in D, i.e., 
(3.13) 
zq*j = 0 in D, (3.14) 
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ii#here 0 = zii, and o is Poisson’s ratio. Furthermwe, let Q he /ree from 
swface traction, i.e., 
x, -r,] = 0 on 0. (3.15) 
Then xi tii may be continued into I)*. The continuation for the functions 










= - (' + 2a) _ (~2 _ $!>1/2 
2 , 
g2 < 2 and Ai defined in Lemma 4. 
The continuations for the displacements and consequently for all 
components of the stress tensor may be deduced from the continuations 
for xi tii. 
PROOF: Consider the functions xi zii. Making use of (3.13) and (3.14) 
we find that 
(3.16) 
It is immediate from (3.1) that d@ = 0 if a # - 2. Then, applying 
Lemmas 1 and 3 and the classical reflection principle (2.1) we have that 
xi zij = & + (Y” - a2)#,i in D 
and that 4; can be continued into D*. Using Eq. (3.13) one gets a 
relationship between 9 and #i which can be solved for a linear combina- 
tion of # and its first and second derivatives with respect to Y. An applica- 
tion of Lemma 2 then tells us that # may be continued into D*. Thus 
Xi zji is defined throughout D* and the boundary conditions may be 
taken in the strict sense. 
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Define the function bi to be 
1+2a $ 
hi = xj -bj + 2(1 + a) ( - )( a2 O$ 
1 a@ 
iqz ar 1 ,i’ 
(3.17) 
Then bi satisfies 
dbi = 26i,ii in D, (3.18) 
and 
hi = 0 on Q. 
Thus from Lemma 4, b; may be continued into D* and its continuation is 
given by 
6i = A$l]. (3.19) 
Now 
(l+a)b,,j=(l+o)O+(I+2~)r~+r;r~;. (3.20) 
Since bi,i can be continued into D*, it follows from Lemma 2 (applied 
twice) that 0 can be continued explicitly into D*. Hence we have 
- 
(I + c~)b~,~ = (1 + a)8 + (1 + 2o)R&@ + R&R&@. (3.21) 






= - (l + 2fJ) + (02 _ #l/Z 
2 
a2 = -- (l-t a+ _ @2 _ *p/2 
2 
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In physical problems 0 is usually assumed to be between 0 and $. 
In this case a, and a2 will be complex. JF7e will assume here, then, that 
~9 < 2 so that a, and a2 will not be real. Multiplying (3.22) by Y and 
integrating from r to a we obtain 
(3.23) 
using the fact that 0 = @ and Y @jar = - I N/i?? on Q. Thus it is 
easily seen that 
But 
xi zij = I;i - 
1 
* 
2(1 + 4 
(3.25) 
Inserting (3.19) and (3.24) into (3.25) we obtain 
xi rii = Ai [bj - 
1 
-T---c (r2 - u2) & [ Rel+ 2(1:~2&,21m~]. 
2(1 + CT) r2 z 
(3.26) 
Thus the functions xj til have been continued into D* by an explicit 
formula. Again the analytic character implies that (3.16) holds throughout 
D*. It should be noted that in case o2 > 2 the continuation of 0 is 
obtained by integrating (3.22) twice, and a result analogous to (3.26) is 
immediately deduced. 
The continuation for the displacements may now be obtained from the 
continuations for xi zii. Since (xi T~~),~ = zii = 0, we have also the 
continuation for 0. Now Hooke’s law states that 
rii = l&j uk,k + p(‘%, j $- Uj.i) (3.27) 
and hence we have 
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where we have used the relationships connecting o’, E, ii and ,LL (elastic 
constants) and the fact that 
Now if we multiply (3.28) by xi and sum over i we get 
1+a (3 




Xi@ . 1 (3.29) 
If we define 
and note that xi uui z YZ+ (u, being the component of the displacement 
vector in the radial direction) then we may write (3.29) as 
Integrating (3.30) we get 
24, = u,(a) - 1+a 7 5 (Xi Vi) $dp. 7 
Using xi a/ax, = rq~/&, (3.28) may be written 
a t4i 
( i- 
2(1 + 0) vi - - _- 




Integrating (3.32) from Y to a and using (3.31), we obtain (after an 
elementary computation) 
(xi v& - 2 ; $dp 
1 
(3.33) 
Thus since the continuation for zli is known, (3.33) yields the continuation 
for the displacement vector and hence all components of the stress tensor. 
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THEOREM III: Let 2t = (u,, u2, zhJ be a solution of the equations oj 
elasticity in II,, i.e., 
Au, -:- f,& ) (3.34) 
Uj, j = (2G - l)f, 
and zli E C3 in D,, asd let zii be the corresponding comfionents o/ the stress 
tensor. If 
011 XiZij + U2 Ui = 0 on Q (a,, u2 constants) 
then ui, alad consequently Zii, may be continued by an exfilicit relationship 
into D*. 
PROOF: In a way completely analogous to that given in the proof of 
Theorem II it can be shown that a1 xi tii + a2 Ui may be continued 
into II*. Thus all quantities may now be considered as defined through- 
out D*. 
It will now be indicated how one may get an explicit reflection 
principle for the displacements and the stresses. 
Let b = (b,, b,, b3) where 
bi = cc1 xi zii + i 
1+ 2a + 
2(1 + 4 ( - )( a2 O+ + (3.35) 
i 
3 - 4a 
a2 Ui + ~~- 2E (r2 - a2)@,i 
1 
with cc1 and a2 arbitrary constants. Then, using (3.13) and (3.34) and the 
relationship 
l-220@ 
uj,j = E > (3.36) 
u and E being Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus respectively, we 
have that 
Abi = 2bj, ii in D,. (3.37) 
Hence, since b: = 0 on Q, we may use Lemma 4 to continue b: into D* as 
6i = Ai [b]. (3.38) 
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Now we have from (3.35) 
(1 + a)6j,j = (1 + a) 
i 
al + a2 7 
i 
+ ( al{1 + 24 + a2 (3-4alird E 1 y 1 alr”rE ar ar ar ’ 
Now since bi can be continued into D*, b,,i and hence, from (3.39), 
0 may be continued into D*. An expression for the continuation of 0 
may be deduced in a manner analogous to that in the proof of Theorem II. 
Hence it follows that ai xi Zii + a2 uui may be continued into D* by an 
explicit formula. 
Having continued the functions a1 xi zji + a2 Us into D* we proceed 
to determine an expression for ui in terms of these functions. Now (as 
in the proof of Theorem II) we have 
xj tij = --5- xjo + /!A [Xj uj,j + (XjUj),j - Uj] 
1+s 
and hence 
a1 xj tdj + oc, 24; - ff$ xi @ = a1 p [q ui, j + (xj uj),i] + (a2 - al ph. 
(3.40) 
Now let j+j=oCIXjtjj+E~Ui-- a1c -xi@. Thus we have 
1+0 
We may now rewrite (3.41) as (using IU, f xi ~6;) 
3 
+/(2wl) u,) = & +&al -2) (xi pj). 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Thus we may solve for ur by integrating (3.42) from r to a. Using the 
definition of $,, we may write (3.40) as 
a2 [ 1 --I ui+y!$ iu% ipi - (W),i (3.43) 
Now if Eve integrate (3.43), obtaining 71,. from (3.42), 
lengthy computation 
we find, after a 
-I- a,r(lL;bif 
xi O(a) 1 
I’ (3.44’ 
where k = CX~/~,,WX,. This is the desired expression for the displacements 
in terms of the functions or xi tSi + tea wi and 0 in D, and values of ui 
only on r = n. Now since the right hand side of (3.44) is defined 
throughout D*, this formula gives continuation for ui into D*. 
IV. REMARKS 
1. Theorems I and II could have been derived as limiting cases of 
Theorem III, however, since Theorems I and II correspond to the more 
important physical problems and since very little work would have been 
saved, it seemed advisable to treat the cases separately. 
2. It should be noted that the continuation formula for solutions 
of the equations of elasticity across a plane, elastically supported boundary 
can be obtained as a limiting case of Theorem III. 
3. The region D was chosen as such for convenience. Somewhat more 
general regions could have been considered. In addition D could just as 
well have been chosen as the part of D* outside of the sphere Y < a. 
4. Remark on the case of the fixed boundary, two dimensions. 
(Theorem II of [l].) 
If c = - +, the conditions are not sufficient to uniquely determine 
a continuation formula in the two dimensional case. In this case the 
conditions are 
and 
Aui = 22ci, in D (two dimensions) P-1) 
ui = 0 on Q. (4.2) 
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Clearly any function of the form (y2 - u2)$, i, where A t,!~ = 0 in D, satisfies 
conditions (4.1) and (4.2), and hence a unique continuation for such 
solutions cannot be determined from these conditions alone. This case, 
however, is not one of physical importance. It can also be shown that 
every solution of (4.1) and (4.2) in D is of the form (9 - a”) $, ;, where 
A#=O. 
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